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ST XTA plus 3 coilovers for BMW M3 (F80) and BMW M4 (F82)

The ST XTA plus 3 coilover suspension significantly improves both the driving dynamics and
handling of any vehicle. This is also the case with sporty mid-range models such as the BMW
M3 Sedan (F80) and the BMW M4 Coupe (F. Responsible for the performance gain are the KW
dampers, which are independently adjustable in the ST XTA plus 3 in the low-speed
compression stage, high-speed compression stage and low-speed rebound stage.
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„BBS Unlimited“– suitable for all vehicles

BBS flow-forming wheels in 19, 20 and 21 inches can be used with BBS hub adapters, vehicle-
specific centering rings and innovative mounting materials for almost all vehicle types. Thanks
to this maximum application variety, the wheel manufacturer, which belongs to the KW
automotive group, will be able to cover almost all vehicles on the market in the future. The kick-
off is the CI-R design as a BBS unlimited wheel.
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KW V3 Leveling suspension for Tesla Model Y before market launch

At Tuning World Bodensee, the new KW V3 Leveling suspension for the Tesla Model Y electric
SUV will debut. The special feature of the KW suspension is that it is not a coilover suspension
for maximum lowering. Instead, the focus is on sporty ride comfort in conjunction with the
compression and rebound adjustable damping technology of a KW V3 coilover suspension in
near stock ground clearance.
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KW V5 Clubsport coilovers with Solid Piston Dampers for Mercedes-AMG GT R

The KW V5 Clubsport coilover suspension with aluminum unibal topmounts, racing springs and
four-way adjustable KW Solid Piston dampers is designed for usage with semi-slick tires on
production-based vehicles. During aggressive steering maneuvers and under heavy
compression, the body structure of the Mercedes-AMG GT R remains perfectly supported.
Even when cutting curbs, the GT R drives safely controllable at the limit.
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